Based on Lagrange and Hermite interpolation two novel versions of weak form quadrature element are proposed for a non-classical Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. By extending these concept two new plate elements are formulated using Lagrange-Lagrange and mixed Lagrange-Hermite interpolations for a non-classical Kirchhoff plate theory. The non-classical theories are governed by sixth order partial differential equation and have deflection, slope and curvature as degrees of freedom. A novel and generalize way is proposed herein to implement these degrees of freedom in a simple and efficient manner. A new procedure to compute the modified weighting coefficient matrices for beam and plate elements is presented. The proposed elements have displacement as the only degree of freedom in the element domain and displacement, slope and curvature at the boundaries. The Gauss-Lobatto-Legender quadrature points are considered as element nodes and also used for numerical integration of the element matrices. The framework for computing the stiffness matrices at the integration points is analogous to the conventional finite element method. Numerical examples on free vibration analysis of gradient beams and plates are presented to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the proposed elements.
INTRODUCTION
In recent decades the research in the field of computational solid and fluid mechanics focused on developing cost effective and highly accurate numerical schemes. Subsequently, many numerical schemes were proposed and applied to various engineering problems. The early research emphasized on the development of finite element and finite difference methods [1] [2] [3] , these methodologies had limitations related to the computational cost. Alternatively, differential quadrature method (DQM) was proposed by Bellman [4] which employed less number of grid points. Later, many enriched versions of differential quadrature method were developed, for example, differential quadrature method [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , harmonic differential quadrature method [11, 12] , strong form differential quadrature element method (DQEM) [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , and weak form quadrature element method [20] [21] [22] [23] . The main theme in these improved DQ versions was to develop versatile models to account for complex loading, discontinuous geometries and generalized boundary conditions.
Lately, much research inclination is seen towards the strong and weak form DQ methods due their versatality [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . The strong form differential quadrature method which is built on governing equations, require explicit expressions for interpolation functions and their derivatives, and yield unsymmetric matrices. In contrast, the weak form quadrature method is fomulated using variation principles, and the weighting coefficients are computed explicitly at integration points using the DQ rule, leading to symmetric matrices. The aforementioned literature forcussed on developing DQ schemes for classcial beam and plate theories which are governed by fourth order partial differential equations. The DQ solution for the sixth and eighth order differential equations using GDQR technique is due to Wu et al. [24, 25] . In their research, they employed strong form of governing equation in conjunction with Hermite interpolation function to compute the weighting coefficients and demonstrated the capability for structural and fluid mechanics problems. Recently, Wang et al. [26] proposed a strong form differential quadrature element based on Hermite interpolation to solve a sixth order partial differential equation associated with a non-local Euler-Bernoulli beam. The capability of the element was demonstrated through free vibration analysis. In this article the main focus is to propose a weak form quadrature beam and plate element for non-classical higher order theories, which are characterized by sixth order partial differential equations. As per the authors knowledge no such work is reported in the literature till date.
The non-classical higher order theories unlike classical continuum theories are governed by sixth order partial differential equations [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . These nonclassical continuum theories are modified versions of classical continuum the-ories incorporating higher order gradient terms in the constitutive relations. The higher order terms consists of stress and strain gradients accompanied with intrinsic length which accounts for micro and nano scale effects [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . These scale dependent non-classical theories are efficient in capturing the micro and nano scale behaviours of structural systems [29] [30] [31] . One such class of non-classical gradient elasticity theory is the simplified theory by Mindlin et al. [29] , with one gradient elastic modulus and two classical lame constant for structural applications [32] [33] [34] . This simlified theory was applied earlier to study the static, dynamic and buckling behaviour of gradient elastic beams [35] [36] [37] and plates [38] [39] [40] by developing analytical solutions. Pegios et al. [41] developed a finite element model for static and stability analysis of gradient beams. The numerical solution of 2-D and 3-D gradient elastic structural problems using finite element and boundary element methods can be found in [42] .
In this paper, we propose for the first time, two novel versions of weak form quadrature beam elements to solve a sixth order partial differential equation encountered in higher order non-classical elasticity theories. The two versions of quadrature beam element are based on Lagrange and C 2 continuous Hermite interpolations, respectively. Further, we extend this concept and develop two new types of quadrature plate elements for gradient elastic plate theories. The first element employs Lagrange interpolation in x and y direction and second element is based on Lagrange-Hermite mixed interpolation with Lagrange interpolation in x and Hermite in y direction. These elements are formulated with the aid of variation principles, differential quadrature rule and Gauss Lobatto Legendre (GLL) quadrature rule. Here, the GLL points are used as element nodes and also to perform numerical integration to evaluate the stiffness and consistent mass matrices. The proposed elements have displacement, slope and curvature as the degrees of freedom at the element boundaries and only displacement in the domain. A new way to incorporate the non-classical boundary conditions associated with the gradient elastic beam and plate theory is proposed and implemented. The novelty in the proposed scheme is the way the classical and non-classical boundary conditions are represented accurately and with ease. It should be noted that the higher order degrees of freedom at the boundaries are built into the formulation only to enforce the boundary conditions. The paper is organized as follows, first the theoretical basis of gradient elasticity theory required to formulate the quadrature elements is presented. Next, the quadrature elements based on Lagrange and Hermite interpolations functions for an Euler-Bernoulli gradient beam are formulated. Later, the formulation for the quadrature plate elements are given. Finally, numerical results on free vibration analysis of gradient beams and plates are presented to demonstrate the capability of the proposed elements followed by conclusions.
Strain gradient elasticity theory
In this study, we consider Mindlin's [29] simplified strain gradient microelasticity theory with two classical and one non-classical material constants. The two classical material constants are Lame constants and the non-classical one is related to intrinsic bulk length g. The theoretical basis of gradient elastic theory required to formulate the quadrature beam and plate elements are presented in this section.
Gradient elastic beam theory
The stress-strain relation for a 1-D gradient elastic theory is given as [35, 43] 
where λ, µ are Lame constants.∇ =
is the Laplacian operator and I is the unit tensor. τ , ς denotes Cauchy and higher order stress respectively, ε and (tr ε) are the classical strain and its trace which are expressed in terms of displacement vector w as
From the above equations the constitutive relations for an Euler-Bernoulli gradient beam can be defined as
For the above state of stress and strain the strain energy in terms of displacements for a beam defined over a domain −L/2 ≤ x ≤ L/2 can be written as [43] 
The kinetic energy is given as
where E, A, I and ρ are the Young's modulus, area, moment of inertia, and density, respectively. w(x, t) is transverse displacement and over dot indicates differentiation with respect to time.
Using the The Hamilton's principle [45] :
we get the following weak form expression for elastic stiffness matrix 'K' and consistent mass matrix 'm' as
The governing equation of motion for a gradient elastic Euler-Bernoulli beam is obtained as
The above sixth order equation of motion yields three independent variables related to deflection w, slope w and curvature w and six boundary conditions in total, as given below Classical boundary conditions :
Non-classical boundary conditions :
where V , M andM are shear force, bending moment and higher order moment, respectively.
Gradient elastic plate theory
The strain-displacement relations for a Kirchhoff's plate theory are defined as [46] where, D = . The kinetic energy is given by
Using the The Hamilton's principle:
we obtain the following expression for elastic stiffness and mass matrix for a gradient elastic plate
Elastic stif f ness matrix : Consistent mass matrix :
The equation of motion for a gradient elastic Kirchhoff plate considering the inertial effect is obtained as:
where,
the associated boundary conditions for the plate with origin at (0, 0) and
Classical boundary conditions :
where l x and l y are the length and width of the plate. V x ,V y are the shear force, M x ,M y are the bending moment andM x ,M y are the higher order moment. The different boundary conditions employed in the present study for a gradient elastic Kirchhoff plate are
Simply supported on all edges SSSS :
Free on all edges FFFF :
Simply supported and free on adjacent edges SSFF :
for the SSFF plate at (−l x /2, −l y /2) and (l x /2, l y /2),w = 0 condition is enforced. The above boundary conditions are described by a notation, for example, consider a SSFF plate, the first and second letter correspond to y = −l y /2 and x = l x /2 edges, similarly, the third and fourth letter correspond to the edges y = l y /2 and x = −l x /2, respectively. Further, the letter S, C and F correspond to simply supported, clamped and free edges of the plate. It can be noticed from the Figure 1 , each interior node has only displacement w as degrees of freedom and the boundary has 3 degrees of freedom w, w , w . The new displacement vector now includes the slope and curvature as additional degrees of freedom at the element boundaries given by:
The procedure to incorporate these extra boundary degrees of freedom in to the formulation will be presented next for Lagrange and C 2 continuous Hermite interpolation based quadrature elements.
Lagrange interpolation based quadrature beam element
The displacement for a N-node quadrature beam is assumed as [10] :
are Lagrangian interpolation functions in x and ξ co-ordinates respectively, and ξ = 2x/L with ξ ∈ [−1, 1]. The Lagrange interpolation functions are defined as [7, 10] 
where
The first order derivative of the above interpolation function can be written as,
The conventional higher order weighting coefficients are computed as
Here, B ij and C ij are weighting coefficients for second and third order derivatives, respectively. The sixth order partial differential equation given in Equation (9) renders slope w and curvature w as extra degrees of freedom at the element boundaries. To account for these extra boundary degrees of freedom in the formulation, the derivatives of conventional weighting function A ij , B ij , and C ij are modified as follows:
First order derivative matrix :
Second order derivative matrix :
Third order derivative matrix :
Using the above Equations (32)- (36), the element matrices can be expressed in terms of weighting coefficients as Elastic stif f ness matrix :
Consistent mass matrix :
Here ξ and H are the coordinate and weights of GLL quadrature. δ ij is the Dirac-delta function.
Hermite interpolation based quadrature beam element
For the case of quadrature element based on C 2 continuous Hermite interpolation the displacement for a N-node gradient beam element is assumed as
φ, ψ and ϕ are Hermite interpolation functions defined as [24, 26] 
The kth order derivative of w(ξ) with respect to ξ is obtained from Equation (39) as
Using the above Equation (40)- (44), the element matrices can be expressed in terms of weighting coefficients as Elastic stif f ness matrix :
here ξ and H are the coordinate and weights of GLL quadrature. The consistent mass matrix remains the same as given by Equation (38) .
Combining the stiffness and mass matrix, the system of equations after applying the boundary conditions can be expressed as
where the vector ∆ b contains the boundary related non-zero slope and curvature dofs. Similarly, the vector ∆ d includes all the non-zero displacement dofs of the beam. In the present analysis the boundary force vector is assumed to be zero, f b = 0. Now, expressing the ∆ b dofs in terms of ∆ d , the system of equations reduces to
bb k bd is the modified stiffness matrix associated with ∆ d dofs. The above system of equations leads to an Eigenvalue problem and its solutions renders frequencies and corresponding mode shapes.
3 Quadrature element for gradient elastic Kirchhoff plate
In this section, we formulate two novel quadrature elements for non-classical gradient Kirchhoff plate. First, the quadrature element based on Lagrange interpolation in ξ and η direction is presented. Next, the quadrature element based on Lagrange-Hermite mixed interpolation, with Lagrangian interpolation is ξ direction and Hermite interpolation assumed in η direction is formulated. The GLL points in ξ and η directions are used as element nodes. Similar to the beam elements discussed in the section 2, the plate element also has displacementw as the only degrees of freedom in the domain and at the edges it has 3 degrees of freedomw,w x orw y ,w xx orw yy depending upon the edge. At the corners the element has five degrees of freedom,w, w x ,w y ,w xx andw yy . The new displacement vector now includes the slope and curvature as additional degrees of freedom at the element boundaries given by: Here, N = N x = N y = 5 are the number of grid points in ξ and η directions, respectively. It can be seen from the Figure 2 , the plate element has three degrees of freedom on each edge, five degrees of freedom at the corners and only displacement in the domain. The slopew and curvaturē w dofs related to each edge of the plate are highlighted by the boxes. The transformation used for the plate is ξ = 2x/l x and η = 2y/l y with −1 ≤ (ξ, η) ≤ 1.
Lagrange interpolation based quadrature element for gradient elastic plates
The displacement for a N x × N y node quadrature plate element is assumed asw
wherew p ij (t) is the nodal displacement vector for the plate andL i (ξ),L j (η) are the Lagrange interpolation functions in ξ and η directions, respectively. The slope and curvature degrees of freedom at the element boundaries are accounted while computing the weighting coefficients of higher order derivatives as discussed in section 2.1. Substituting the above Equation (48) in Equation (20) we get the stiffness matrix for a gradient elastic quadrature plate element as
where (ξ i η j ) and (H i , H j ) are abscissas and weights of GLL quadrature rule. [F (ξ i , η j )] cl and [F (ξ i , η j )] sg are the classical and non-classical strain matrices at location (ξ i , η j ) for gradient elastic plate.
[D] cl and [D] sg are the constitutive matrices corresponding to classical and gradient elastic plate. The classical and non-classical strain matrices are defined as
The classical and non-classical constitutive matrices are given as
The diagonal mass matrix is given by
Mixed interpolation based quadrature element for gradient elastic plates
The quadrature element presented here is based on mixed Lagrange-Hermite interpolation, with Lagrangian interpolation is assumed in ξ direction and Hermite interpolation in η direction. The displacement for a N x × N y node mixed interpolation quadrature plate element is assumed as
wherew p ij (t) is the nodal displacement vector of the plate andL i (ξ) andΓ j (η) are the Lagrange and Hermite interpolation functions in ξ and η directions, respectively. The formulations based on mixed interpolation methods have advantage in excluding the mixed derivative dofs at the free corners of the plate [10] . The modified weighting coefficient matrices derived in section 2.1, using Lagrange interpolations and those given in section 2.2, for Hermite interpolations are used in forming the element matrices. Substituting the above Equation (56) in Equation (20), we get the stiffness matrix for gradient elastic quadrature plate element based on mixed interpolation as
where (ξ i η j ) and (H i , H j ) are abscissas and weights of GLL quadrature rule.
[D] cl and [D] sg are the classical and gradient elastic constitutive matrices for the plate defined in the section 3.1. The classical [G(ξ i , η j )] cl and non-classical [G(ξ i , η j )] sg strain matrices at the location (ξ i , η j ) are defined as,.
The diagonal mass matrix remains the same as Equation (55). Here, A,B andC are the first, second and third order derivatives of Lagrange interpolation functions along the ξ direction. Similarly,Γ 1 ,Γ 2 andΓ 3 are the first, second and third order derivatives of Hermite interpolation functions in the η direction .
Numerical Results and Discussion
The efficiency of the proposed quadrature beam and plate element is demonstrate through free vibration analysis. Initially, the convergence study is performed for an Euler-Bernoulli gradient beam, followed by frequency comparisons for different boundary conditions and g values. Similar, study is conducted for a Kirchhoff plate and the numerical results are tabulated and compared with available literature. Four different values of length scale parameters, g = 0.00001, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.5 are considered in this study. Single element is used with GLL quadrature points as nodes to generate all the results reported herein. For results comparison the proposed gradient quadrature beam element based on Lagrange interpolation is designated as SgQE-L and the element based on Hermite interpolation as SgQE-H. Similarly, the plate element based on Lagrange interpolation in ξ and η directions as SgQE-LL and the element based on mixed interpolation as SgQE-LH. In this study, the rotary inertia related to slope and curvature degrees of freedom is neglected.
Quadrature beam element for gradient elasticity theory
The numerical data used for the analysis of beams is as follows: Length L = 1, Young's modulus E = 3 × 10 6 , Poission's ratio ν = 0.3 and density ρ = 1. All the frequencies reported for beams are nondimensional as ω = ωL 2 ρA/EI. Where A and I are area and moment of inertia of the beam and ω is the natural frequency. The analytical solutions for gradient elastic Euler-Bernoulli beam with different boundary conditions are obtained by following the approach given in [44] and the associated frequency equations are presented in Appendix-I. The classical and non-classical boundary conditions used in the free vibration analysis for different end support are:
Simply supported :
Propped cantilever :
The size of the displacement vector ∆ d defined in Equation (46) ).
Frequency convergence for gradient elastic quadrature beam elements
In this section, the convergence behaviour of frequencies obtained using proposed SgQE-L and SgQE-H elements for simply supported and free-free Euler-Bernoulli beam are compared. Figure 3 , shows the comparison of first three frequencies for a simply supported gradient beam and their convergence trends for g/L = 0.1. The convergence is seen faster for both SgQE-L and SgQE-H elements for all the three frequencies with solution converging to analytical values with 10 nodes. Similar trend is noticed in the the Figure 4 , for free-free beam. It is to be noted that, the proposed SgQE-L and SgQE-H elements are efficient in capturing the rigid body modes associated with the generalized degrees of freedom. The frequencies reported for free-free beam are related to elastic modes and the rigid mode frequencies are not reported here, which are zeros. Hence, single SgQE-L or SgQE-H element with fewer number of nodes can produce accurate solutions even for higher frequencies. 
Free vibration analysis of gradient beams using SgQE-L and SgQE-H elements
To demonstrate the applicability of the SgQE-L and SgQE-H elements for different boundary conditions the frequencies are compared with the analytical solutions in Tables 1-5 Table 2 : Comparison of first six frequencies for a free-free gradient beam
In the Table 1 , the comparison of first six frequencies for a simply supported gradient beam are shown. For g/L = 0.00001, all the frequencies match well with the exact frequencies of classical beam. Good agreement with analytical solutions is noticed for all the frequencies obtained using SgQE-L and SgQE-H elements for higher values of g/L. In Table 2 , the frequencies corresponding to elastic modes are tabulated and compared for a free-free beam. Similarly, in Tables 3-5 , comparison in made for cantilever, clamped and propped cantilever gradient beams, respectively. The frequencies obtained using SgQE-L and SgQE-H elements are in close agreement with the analytical solutions for different g/L values. Hence, based on the above findings it can be stated that the SgQE-I and SgQE-II elements can be applied for free vibration analysis of gradient Euler-Bernoulli beam for any choice of boundary conditions and g/L values. 
Quadrature plate element for gradient elasticity theory
Three different boundary conditions of the plate, simply supported on all edges (SSSS), free on all edges (FFFF) and combination of simply supported and free (SSFF) are considered. The converge behaviour of SgQE-LL and SgQE-LH plate elements is verified first, later numerical comparisons are made for all the three plate conditions for various g/l x values. All the frequencies reported herein for plate are non-dimensional asω = ωl
The numerical data used for the analysis of plates is: length l x = 1, width l y = 1, thickness h = 0.01, Young's modulus E = 3 × 10 6 , Poission's ratio ν = 0.3 and density ρ = 1. The number of nodes in either direction are assumed to be equal, N = N x = N y . The choice of the essential and natural boundary conditions for the above three plate problems are given in section 1.2.
The size of the displacement vector ∆ d defined in Equation (46) 
Frequency convergence of gradient elastic quadrature plate elements
In Figure 5 , convergence of first three frequencies for a SSSS plate obtained using SgQE-LL and SgQE-LH elements for g/l x = 0.05 is plotted and compared with analytical solutions [38] . Both SgQE-LL and SgQE-LH elements show excellent convergence behaviour for all the three frequencies. Figures  6 and 7 , illustrate the frequency convergence for FFFF and SSFF plates, respectively, for g/l x = 0.05. Only the SgQE-LL and SgQE-LH element frequencies are shown, as the gradient solution are not available in literature for comparison. It is observed that SgQE-LL and SgQE-LH elements exhibit identical convergence characteristics. 
Free vibration analysis of gradient plate using SgQE-LL and SgQE-LH elements
The first six frequencies for SSSS, FFFF and SSFF plates obtained using SgQE-LL and SgQE-LH elements are compared and tabulated. The comparison is made for different length scale parameter: g/l x = 0.00001, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5. All the tabulated reslts are generated using N x = N y = 11 nodes. In the Table 6 , the comparison of first six frequencies for SSSS gradient plate are shown. Good agreement with analytical solutions [38] is noticed for all the frequencies obtained using SgQE-LL and SgQE-LH elements for different g/l x . Tables 7 and 8 contains the frequency comparison for FFFF and SSFF plates for various g/l x values. As the exact solutions for gradient elastic plate are not available in the literature for FFFF and SSFF support conditions, the frequencies obtained using SgQE-LL and SgQE-LH are compared. Both elements show identical performance for all g/l x values. The frequencies obtained for lower values of g/l x = 0.00001 match well with the classical plate frequencies for all support conditions.
In the above findings, SgQE-LL and SgQE-LH elements demonstrate excellent agreement with analytical results for all frequencies and g/l x values for a SSSS plate. For FFFF and SSFF plates, SgQE-LL and SgQE-LH elements produce similar frequencies for g/l x values considered. Hence, a single SgQE-LL or SgQE-LH element with few nodes can be used efficiently to study the free vibration behaviour of gradient plates with different support conditions and g/l x values. 
